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Abstract
Few-shot object detection, which aims to recognize unseen objects with a few annotated instances, has attracted increasing attention in the computer vision community.
Most recent works tackle this problem under the meta-learning framework based on
an episodic training strategy. In this work, we advance the few-shot object detection
paradigm towards a new scenario called semi-supervised few-shot object detection (SSFSOD), where the unlabeled data are available within each episode. To address this
paradigm, we propose a novel method which utilizes a dual model (teacher-student) to
leverage available unlabeled data. Specifically, the teacher model provides high-quality
pseudo-labels for the student model during the training process, while the student model
uses the exponential moving average strategy to update the teacher model online. We also
employ a two-fold correlation-guided attention module to guide RPN to generate taskspecific region proposals by highlighting potential regions and informative channels. We
conduct extensive experiments on three datasets MS COCO, PASCAL VOC, and FSOD.
The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

1

Introduction

Due to the latest boom in deep learning techniques, generic object detection [4, 9, 23, 24, 25]
has made immense progress in the past decade. Recent progress in generic object detection,
while substantial, has been so far limited to the form of fully supervised learning, relies on a
great amount of accurately labeled images, and the performance substantially degrades when
labeled data is scarce. This poses great limitations for real-world applications. Firstly, massive amounts of object bounding box annotations or segmentation masks for training detectors are expensive and time consuming to obtain. Secondly, supervised detectors have limited
generalization performance due to the constrained domains defined largely by the training
images. Thirdly, visual objects naturally exhibit an imbalance in their category distribution,
where many minority categories such as endangered species and critical security scenarios
only contain several or a few samples [28, 38]. Finally, most existing data-hungry detectors
* indicates the corresponding author.
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learning to detect objects are different from human learning to recognize objects. Humans
can learn novel concepts from one or several examples by utilizing previously learned knowledge [42]. Therefore, to address some of these challenges, the objective of this paper is to
study the problem of Few Shot Object Detection and develop object detectors that are label
efficient yet are capable of rapidly generalizing to new tasks with very limited supervised
information.
Recently, inspired by the success of few-shot image classification [3, 12, 17, 33, 34, 49],
some studies start shifting towards a few-shot object detection problem. One family of work
[11, 45] explores meta-learning, which aims to learn across tasks and then adapt to new
tasks. These methods firstly learn a series of detection tasks, each of which consists of a
few annotated samples in the base classes, and then adapt to the novel detection task where
each class only has several annotated instances. In generic object detection, fortunately, a
huge number of unlabeled images (e.g., the massive amounts of unlabeled images available
from the Internet) are significantly cheap to obtain. How to make good use of such unlabeled
data becomes crucial. This is called Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL), which has also been
extensively studied in image classification problems [21, 31, 48]. As one of the current
bottlenecks in object detection is obtaining labels, in this work, our main focus is to conduct
a pioneering work by developing a framework for SemiSupervised FSOD (SSFSOD), i.e.,
leveraging unlabeled images for FSOD.
To address this new problem setting, i.e., SSFSOD, we build upon recent works on metalearning based FSOD [11, 45]. We propose a new SSFSOD method to address this paradigm,
which successfully embeds a teacher-student model into a meta learning-based SSOD framework. In particular, for each unlabeled image, we generate an easy-hard image pair by using
strong data augmentation. Then we feed the easy image to the teacher model and the hard image into the student model. Previous studies [35, 40] in semi-supervised learning have shown
that the teacher model’s prediction of the easy image is significantly more accurate than the
student model’s prediction of the hard image. Therefore, we use the teacher model to generate reliable pseudo-labels to train the student model. The student model gradually updates
the teacher model through Exponential Moving Average (EMA) [40], which can effectively
alleviate the detrimental effects due to noisy pseudo-labels. Intuitively, the teacher model
will teach it something confident like a humble teacher, while the student model will learn
the hard image like an enthusiastic student. In addition, we propose a two-fold correlationguided attention module, which consists of a correlation-guided spatial attention module
and a channel attention module. The correlation-guided attention module can highlight the
potential regions and emphasize useful information channels for the task-specific category.
Through attention learning, the information of support images can be better used to guide
RPN to generate task-specific region proposals. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed method can improve the performance of few shot detectors.
In summary, our contributions are as follows: (1) To the best of our knowledge, this work
is the first research of this challenging semi-supervised form of the underexplored problem
of few-shot object detection. We formulate the SSFSOD problem and define benchmarks for
evaluation by adapting from meta-learning based FSOD. (2) We develop a new method under
the proposed paradigm. The proposed method embeds a teacher-student model into few-shot
object detection based on a meta-learning framework for improving the robustness of the
few-shot detector. (3) we employ a two-fold correlation-guided attention module, which can
integrate task-specific information and enhance features by highlighting potential regions
and informative channels, significantly improving the performance of few-shot detection.
(4) We conduct extensive experiments on three popular benchmark datasets and demonstrate
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that our method can successfully learn to leverage unlabeled examples and outperform purely
supervised results. This work serves as a baseline for future research along this direction.
Meta-train Stage (Meta-test Stage)
Support set

Query set

Unlabeled set

Meta-task 1
(Novel tasks1)
Meta-task 2
(Novel tasks 2)

Train
Detector conditioned on
support set and unlabeled set

Test

Figure 1: The overall framework of the proposed meta-learning based method for semisupervised few shot object detection. Meta-tasks are sampled episodically from source
dataset in meta-training stage, and novel tasks are constructed from target dataset. Moreover, the detector can use unlabeled images as auxiliary information in both the meta-test
and meta-train stages.

2
2.1

Related work
Generic Object detection

Modern detectors based on deep learning could be further divided into two branches: twostage detectors [13, 14] and single-detectors [2, 4, 26, 50]. Two-stage detectors first use
an RPN to generate region proposals and then perform classification and fine-tuning the
location of each region proposal, while single-stage detectors use densely placed anchor
points as region proposals and directly predicts a label for them. Compared to a single-stage
detector, Two-stage detectors have achieved state-of-the-art performance on many detection
benchmarks [15, 23], but are generally slower. Single-stage detectors can achieve real-time
inference speed, but the detection accuracy is usually not as good as two-stage detectors.
The aforementioned methods rely on large-scale annotated datasets and are limited in many
scenarios where the model has access to a few annotated training examples.

2.2

Semi-supervised object detection

In the standard semi-supervised target detection setting, the detector can use both labeled
and unlabeled data during the training process. CSD [18] uses consistency constraints to
force the predictions of the input image and its flipped version to be consistent for improving detection performance. Based on CSD, ISD [19] proposes a semi-supervised learning
method for object detection based on interpolation, which directly applies interpolation regularization (IR) to object detection. STAC [37] combines self-training based on strong data
augmentation and consistency regularization methods for semi-supervised object detection.
Unbiased Teacher [27] uses the evolving student model to update the teacher model online
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similarly to Mean Teacher [40]. Inspired by these methods [5, 27, 39], we embed the semisupervised method into few-shot object detection based on a meta-learning framework to
improve the performance of the few-shot detector.

2.3

Few-shot object detection

The previous work on few-shot detection can be divide into two paradigms: methods based
on transfer learning and methods based on meta-learning. Methods based on transfer learning [6, 30, 41, 44] learn novel concepts through fine-tuning, while the methods based on
meta-learning [11, 20, 45] adapt to new categories by extracting meta-level knowledge from
learning various auxiliary tasks. Except for only a few recent works [11, 45], others cannot
be directly applied to novel categories. Unlike the few examples of object detection [7] based
on traditional semi-supervised learning, we perform semi-supervised object detection under
meta-learning framework.

3
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Figure 2: The framework of our proposed method. We re-formulate N-way-K-shot detection
task into N binary detection tasks. The correlation-guide attention module would guide the
RPN to generate specific-category proposals and filter out irrelevant proposals through the
given support category. After the ROI pooling, we use the average feature across all the
supports belonging to the same category as its support feature. The student model updates
the teacher model via exponential mean average (EMA) manner. The final loss is the sum of
supervised detection loss and unsupervised detection loss.
We build the proposed method upon the Faster-RCNN [32] which is a two-stage detector, first obtaining several regions of proposals through an RPN module and then extracting
features from each region of the proposal to predict their categorical labels. The overview of
our proposed method is shown in Figure 2. Before elaborating on the details of our method,
we first describe our problem definition.
Problem formulation. Given four object detection datasets: Dbase , Dnovel , Ubase , Unovel .
Dbase is large-scale dataset containing abundant annotated instances from each base class in
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Cbase . Dnovel is a small-scale dataset with only K annotated instances from each novel class
in Cnovel . Ubase and Unovel are unlabeled image datasets, which may contain objects of Cbase
and Cnovel respectively. Cnovel is disjoint from Cbase . We perform semi-supervised few-shot
object detection under a meta-learning framework containing two stages: meta-train and
meta-test. During the meta-train stage, the detector needs to learn by a sequence of episodes,
which contain a support set, query set and unlabeled image set. The support set and query
set are sampled from Dbase , and the unlabeled image set is sampled from Ubase . During the
meta-test stage, the detector requires to detect the target categories of objects for any query
image in Dnovel . If each support set contains N classes and K annotated instances for each
class, the problem is called N-way-K-shot detection.

3.1

Correlation-guided attention

In few-shot object detection based on meta-learning, RPN filters out background and negative objects that do not belong to the support categories. However, without support instance
information, RPN aimlessly generates many proposals of irrelevant objects, which burden
subsequent classification tasks. The key is to embed the support information to the query
feature and guide the RPN to produce specific-category proposals while suppressing other
categories. In this work, we use two-fold correlation-guided attention to embed supporting
information into the query feature.
Correlation-guided channel attention. Channel attention can make the feature more discriminative by recalibrating the channel feature response [1, 8, 16]. We first use channel
correlation operations to obtain a similarity feature map between the support feature and
the query feature by a channel-wise correlation and then learn channel attention from the
similarity map. If a channel of the similarity map has a higher response, it helps distinguish task-specific objects and should be given a higher weight. Let fs ∈ RC×Hs ×Ws and
fq ∈ RC×Hq ×Wq denote the support feature and query feature respectively. The feature map is
given by:
fc = fs ?c fq
(1)
where ?c denotes channel-wise correlation and fc ∈ RC×(Hq −Hs +1)×(Wq −Ws +1) is the correlation output. We use a global Maxpooling and Averagepooling on different channels to get a
maxpool attention vector fcmax ∈ RC×1×1 and avgpool attention vector fcavg ∈ RC×1×1 . The
two attention vectors are merged by using element-wise summation after passing a weightshared one-layer perceptron (MLP). Then we use a sigmoid activation function to normalize
their output range to [0, 1]. The process can be written by:
αc = σ (MLP ( fcmax ) + MLP ( fcavg ))

(2)

where αc ∈ RC×1×1 and σ denote the channel-wise attention and the sigmoid function, respectively.
Correlation-guided spatial attention. In this work, we use a spatial attention module to
focus on spatial regions that may contain target objects. We first reshape the support feature
fs to size (Hs × Ws ) × C × 1 × 1. Then, we obtain the pixel-wise similarity by using the
pixel-wise correlation between the support features and the query feature. The process can
be expressed as:
f p = fs ? p fq
(3)
where f p ∈ R(HsWs )×Hq ×Wq and ? p denote the pixel-wise correlation operation and the correlation output, respectively. After pixel-wise correlation, an hourglass-like structure [29]
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is used to learn a spatial attention map. Then, we normalize the output by using a sigmoid
activation function to normalize the output:
αs = σ (H ( f p ))

(4)

where αs and H denote the spatial attention map and the hourglass network.
After the two-fold attention module, we use a sequential multiplication to enhance the
query feature with the channel-wise attention and the spatial attention maps. The process
can be written as
fq = fq ⊗ αc ⊗ αs
(5)
where ⊗ is the broadcasting element-wise multiplication.

3.2

Supervised Loss

Our few-shot detector is a standard two-stage detector based on Faster R-CNN [32]. Its
detection loss includes the RPN’s loss and the ROI heads’ loss. The supervised loss is written
as:
Ls = Lrpn + Lroi
(6)

3.3

Unsupervised Loss

In this work, we use the soft label predicted by the detector as the training target of the
unsupervised branch. Unsupervised loss is applied in both the detector’s RPN (first stage)
and ROI heads (second stage).
In the first stage, we apply the unsupervised loss to both RPN proposal classification and
bounding box regression. Note that the data augmentation [36] we use does not cause the
image geometry to change. Therefore, the teacher model and the student model share the
same anchor set. The unsupervised loss for RPN’s output is written as:

rpn
rpn
rpn
|| srpn
(7)
Lurpn = KL tcls
cls + treg − sreg 2
rpn
where KL denotes the KL divergence. srpn
cls and sreg denote the classification probability and
rpn
rpn
are those of the
bounding box regression output of student model RPN, and tcls
and treg
teacher model RPN.
In the second stage, the RPN of the teacher model generates a set of candidate proposals,
which is fed to the ROI heads of the teacher model and student model after a standard NMS
[32] operation. The set of candidate proposals from the student model’s RPN is not used for
their ROI head training since the teacher model’s proposals are often of higher quality than
those from the student model. The unsupervised loss for the ROI heads is defined as:

roi
roi
roi
|| sroi
Luroi = KL tcls
(8)
cls + treg − sreg 2
roi roi roi
where sroi
cls , sreg , tcls , treg denote the classification probabilities and all-class bounding box
regression outputs by the student ROI head and teacher ROI head, respectively. The final
unsupervised loss Lu is the sum of Luroi and Lurpn .

Lu = Luroi + Lurpn

(9)
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3.4
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Overall loss

During training, the final loss L is the sum of the supervised loss Ls and the unsupervised
loss Lu ,
nu
L = Ls + λ Lu
(10)
nq
where nu , nq denote the numbers of unlabeled and query images,respectively. λ is a hyperparameter which is set to 0.5 by default.

3.5

Teacher Model Updates via EMA

We use Exponential Moving Average (EMA) [40] to update the teacher model weights θt
based on the student model weights θs . At each iteration, we have
θt = αθt + (1 − α) θs

(11)

where α denotes a hyperparameter. We set it to 0.999 by default. After each iteration,
the teacher model only slightly updates itself from the student model. Teachers who are
gradually updated are more resilient to sudden weight fluctuations of students. Even if the
student model is fed the wrong label, the impact on the teacher model is mitigated by EMA.

4
4.1

Experiments
Dataset and Evaluation

We evaluate our approach on three detection datasets: MS COCO [22], Pascal VOC [10] and
FSOD [11].
MS COCO. The MS COCO dataset [22] contains 80 classes, which are collected from various scenes on Flickr. Following the previous experimental settings [11, 45], we choose 20
classes (the same categories as the VOC dataset) as the novel (unseen) classes for evaluation
and the remaining 60 classes as the base classes.
PASCAL VOC. The overall 20 categories in PASCAL VOC are divided into 15 base categories and 5 novel categories. Following the experiment settings as [45], we use VOC 07
and 12 train/val sets for training and VOC2007 test set for evaluation.
FSOD. The FSOD dataset contains 1000 categories with more than 60k images and 182k
bounding boxes in total. For a fair comparison, we follow the setting in [11] to use 800
categories as base categories and 200 categories as novel categories.
Results on VOC. The results are reported in Table 2, where our proposed method surpasses
all competitors under the supervised learning setting. When using unlabeled data, the performance of our model has been further improved.
For semi-supervised learning setting, we randomly sample images from the remaining
dataset as an unlabeled set after sampling the support and query set in the meta-training and
meta-test phases.

4.2

Experimental results

Results on MS COCO. Table 1 shows results reported in [11] and [45]. The all of existing
methods perform few-shot detection in a supervised learning setting. As shown in Table 1,
our proposed method outperforms the best SOTA model in the supervised learning setting.
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Under the setting of 20-way-10-shot, the proposed method achieves the best results when
using 40 unlabeled images for each mini-batch. While for the setting of 20-way-30-shot, the
proposed method achieves the best results when using 20 unlabeled images. We observe that
using unlabeled data can improve the model’s performance in both settings.
Results on FSOD. Table 3 shows the results on FSOD. Under the supervised learning setting,
the proposed method outperforms the existing methods. Our method achieved the best results
with 20 unlabeled images per mini-batch. Compared with the existing method, the proposed
method obtains an AP50 improvement of 2.4% and an AP75 improvement of 3.0%.
Table 1: The performance on MS COCO val set with 20-way novel classes. Best results are
in bold.
Shot

Method

Backbone

AP

AP50

AP75

10-shot

Meta-Yolo [20]
FRCN+ft [47]
FRCN+ft-full [47]
MetaDet [43]
Meta R-CNN [47]
Meta-RCNN [45]
A-RPN [11]
Ours (supervised model)
Ours (20 unlabeled images per batch)
Ours (40 unlabeled images per batch)

ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
VGG-16
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50

5.6
1.3
6.5
7.1
8.7
9.5
11.1
12.0
12.8
13.2

12.3
4.2
13.4
14.6
19.1
19.9
20.4
22.1
23.7
24.5

4.6
0.4
5.9
6.1
6.6
7.0
10.4
11.8
12.0
12.4

Meta-Yolo [20]
FRCN+ft [47]
FRCN+ft-full [47]
MetaDet [43]
Meta R-CNN [47]
Meta-RCNN [45]
A-RPN [11]
Ours (supervised model)
Ours (20 unlabeled images per batch)
Ours (30 unlabeled images per batch)

DarkNet-19
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
VGG-16
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50

9.1
1.5
11.1
11.3
12.4
12.8
13.2
14.1
15.2
15.1

19.0
4.8
21.6
21.7
25.3
27.3
27.4
28.4
29.6
29.1

7.6
0.5
10.3
8.1
10.8
11.4
12.2
13.9
14.5
14.3

30-shot

Table 2: The mAP performance on Pascal VOC benchmark. All the models are evaluated
with 5 ways on VOC2007 test set. Best results are in bold.

4.3

Method

Backbone

1-shot

2-shot

3-shot

5-shot

10-shot

YOLO-joint
YOLO-ft
YOLO-ft-full
FRCN+joint
FRCN+ft
FRCN+ft-full
LSTD [6]
Meta-Yolo [20]
MetaDet-YOLO [43]
MetaDet-FRCN [43]
Meta-CNN [47]
Meta-RCNN [45]
Ours (supervised learning)
Ours (5 unlabeled images per batch)
Ours (10 unlabeled images per batch)

ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
VGG16
VGG16
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101

0.0
3.2
6.6
2.7
11.9
13.8
8.2
14.8
17.1
18.9
19.9
20.4
21.2
22.1
21.8

0.0
6.5
10.7
3.1
16.4
19.6
11.0
15.5
19.1
20.6
25.5
26.3
29.1
29.9
29.7

1.8
6.4
12.5
4.3
29.0
32.8
12.4
26.7
28.9
30.2
35.0
37.2
40.7
41.2
41.5

1.8
7.5
24.8
11.8
36.9
41.5
29.1
33.9
35.0
36.8
45.7
45.9
46.6
47.4
47.6

2.8
12.3
38.6
29.0
36.9
45.6
38.5
47.2
48.8
49.6
51.5
53.1
54.9
55.6
55.9

Ablation Study and Discussion

We conduct ablation experiments on the MS COCO dataset.
Effect of correlation-guided attention. The results of the three datasets show that our
model with a two-fold correlated-guide attention module outperforms existing models in the
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Table 3: Experimental results of our model on FSOD test set with 200-way 5-shot.
Method

AP50

AP75

FRCNN [32]
LSTD [6]
FSOD [11]

23.0
24.2
27.5
28.5
28.9
29.9

12.9
13.5
19.4
21.2
22.0
22.4

Ours (supervised learning setting)

Ours (10 unlabeled images per batch)
Ours (20 unlabeled images per batch)

supervised learning setting. In order to analyze the combined contribution of the channel
and spatial modules, we show the results of using only channel attention (C_Att) and only
using spatial attention (S_Att). The results in Table 4 show that S_Att achieves better performance than C_Att, and they both improve the performance. These results indicate that
spatial attention and channel attention play an important role in our method, but spatial-wise
attention is the more important one; this is reasonable because few-shot object detection requires rich spatial information from the support set. However, the combination of channel
and spatial-wise attention leads to better performance.
Table 4: The performance (in %) with two- Table 5: The performance (in %) with differfold correlated-guide attention module on ent number of unlabeled images on MS COCO.
MS COCO. Best results are in bold.
Best results are in bold.
Shot

Method

AP

AP50

AP75

10

S_Att
C_Att
S_Att + C_Att

11.7
11.5
12.0

21.8
21.3
22.1

11.7
11.4
11.8

30

S_Att
C_Att
S_Att + C_Att

13.7
13.5
14.1

28.0
27.8
28.4

13.5
13.3
13.9

10-shot

Unlabeld
0
10
20
30
40
50

30-shot

AP

AP50

AP75

AP

AP50

AP75

12.0
12.6
12.8
12.9
13.2
13.0

22.1
22.9
23.7
23.9
24.5
23.9

11.8
11.8
12.0
12.1
12.4
12.2

14.1
14.8
15.2
14.9
15.0
15.1

28.4
28.9
29.6
29.0
29.2
29.4

13.9
14.2
14.5
13.9
14.1
14.2

Number of unlabeled images. We explore the impact of different numbers of unlabeled
images. Table 5 shows the results of using different numbers of unlabeled images on MS
COCO. Our proposed method can achieve better performance with unlabeled images. The
results begin to saturate after 40 unlabeled images for the 20-way-10-shot setting for 20
unlabeled images at the 20-way-30-shot setting. This shows that our method does not benefit
from too much-unlabeled data. Overall, the results show that our method can effectively
utilize unlabeled data.
Effect of the EMA. We examine the effects of using EMA training. We evaluate the model
using various EMA rate α from 0.5 to 0.9999 and present the result in Table 6. Note that our
model without EMA (w/o) is where the teacher and student model are shared-weights at each
iteration. The student model and the teacher model are both updated by the supervised loss
and the unsupervised loss, which is similar to the semi-supervised object detection method
based on consistency constraints [18]. We observe that the model’s performance improves
with the increase of the EMA rate α. When the EMA rate α achieves 0.999, it performs the
best performance. However, the performance begins to saturate after α = 0.999. Table 6 also
shows that our model with EMA is better than the model without EMA. The results suggest
that EMA updates are crucial for our student-teacher model to work well. One possible
explanation is that the model without EMA training suffers from an imbalanced pseudo-label
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Table 6: The performance (in %) with the EMA training on MS COCO. Best results are in
bold.
Shot
Model
AP
AP50
AP75
10

30

α = 0.5
α = 0.9
α = 0.99
α = 0.999
α = 0.9999
w/o EMA

6.2
10.7
12.4
13.2
13.0
12.7

12.5
20.4
22.9
24.5
23.7
22.9

5.3
7.2
11.8
12.4
12.1
11.8

α = 0.5
α = 0.9
α = 0.99
α = 0.999
α = 0.9999
w/o EMA

9.4
13.7
14.3
15.2
14.9
14.5

19.7
27.7
28.1
29.6
28.9
28.7

8.1
11.8
13.7
14.5
14.0
13.9

problem in the meta-learning framework. In few-shot object detection, most region proposals
are from the background, and few are from task-specific classes. Therefore, when the model
makes contradictory predictions for two corresponding region proposals (e.g., background
and the task-specific categorical label are 0 and 1, respectively), it has a higher chance of
learning to predict 0 instead of 1. It is worth noting that this has not been identified as a
serious problem under the supervised learning setting. This is mainly because ground-truth
labels in training can easily suppress most background region proposals, so the model can
focus on task-specific region proposals. But it is a different story in SSFSOD because we
do not have highly reliable labels. Using the updated model of EMA alleviates the problem
because the updated teacher of EMA can produce more accurate predictions than students
by using easy images.

4.4

Training details

Our model was trained end-to-end using SGD on 4 GTX Titan X GPUs, with a batch size of
8 (for query images). We use a learning rate of 0.004 for the first 112,000 iterations and a
learning rate of 0.0004 for the subsequent 8000 iterations. The short side of the query image
and the unlabeled image is adjusted to 600 pixels; the longer side is capped at 1000. The
support image is cropped around the target object with 16-pixel image context, zero-padded
and then resized to a square image of 320 × 320. We follow the method in [36] to perform
data augmentation for unlabeled images. Our implementation builds upon the Detectron2
framework [46].

5

Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel semi-supervised few-shot object detection paradigm, where
the detector can use an unlabeled image set as auxiliary information in each episode. Under
this paradigm, we developed a semi-supervised few-shot object detection method, which use
a teacher-student model to improve detection performance. In addition, we introduce a twofold correlation-guided attention module to integrate task-specific information and enhance
features by highlighting regions and informative channels, significantly improving the accuracy of few-shot object detection. Our proposed method achieves satisfactory performance
on multiple object detection datasets.
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